is now

Learn more about MediQuant's new
EMR and EHR conversion service offering
powered by the team from HEF Solutions.

Our Acquisition
of HEF Solutions
2019 was a prosperous year for MediQuant.
During HIMSS19, we officially announced that
HEF Solutions would become a part of the
MediQuant family. Soon you'll see MediQuant
email addresses for HEF Solutions staff as we
integrate our infrastructure. You'll also be
redirected from the HEF Solutions website to the
appropriate page on the MediQuant site.

What else
is changing?
HEF Solutions has been the market leader in EMR
and EHR Data Migration Services for more than a
decade. MediQuant and HEF Solutions are a natural
fit. Together, we're now able to offer our healthcare
industry clients a comprehensive suite of system
transition services and proven active enterprise
data archiving solutions.

What 's
Not Changing

Our people
MediQuant's Conversions Team is
powered by the folks from HEF Solutions.

Level of Service
Whether you're a new or a long-time HEF Solution
customer, you'll benefit from our commitment
to superior customer service.

Customer Support
a

Whether you need technical support or project
management assistance, we're here to help.

What is
Changing

Expanded Services
MediQuant now offers in-house Data Extraction and
Data Conversion as well as Data Archiving Solutions.

New Offerings
A turn-key Ambulatory System Transition package
makes fast work of onboarding new practices.

More Locations
In addition our headquarters in Cleveland,
we now have regional offices in Chicago and Columbus
with remote employees across the country.

The MediQuant
Advantage
20 Years of Experience
Between HEF Solutions and MediQuant, our
combined team of experts have seen it all. Benefit
from our knowledge and proven track record.

One-Stop Shopping
From Data Archiving to Data Conversion and
comprehensive Data Management
Services...we are here for all your needs.

White-Glove Service
We care about your data and our validation
methods ensure the highest level of satisfaction
with our service.

Unleash Legacy Dollars
Each year companies waste millions of dollars
on legacy systems. We'll help you redirect that
money into your business.

Questions
You may have additional questions about
what discontinuing the HEF Solutions brand
may mean for your company. Please let us
know of any concerns you may have.
Now that the HEF Solutions team has joined
forces with MediQuant's Healthcare Data
Management experts, we're even better
positioned to help your organization grow and
eliminate legacy system fees.

Contact Us

844-286-8683
Info@mediquant.com
www.MediQuant.com

